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Abstract:

We propose a computer vision model that paves the road towards a system that automatically creates a video
of a live concert by combining multiple recordings of the audience. The automatic edition system divides
the edition problem in three parts: synchronize recordings with media streaming technology, selection of the
scene cut position, and the selection of the next shot among the different contributions using an attention-based
shot prediction model. We train the shot prediction model using camera transitions in professionally-edited
videos of concerts, and evaluate it with both an accuracy metric and a human judgement study. Results show
that our system selects the same video source as the ground truth in 38.8% of the cases when challenged
with a random number of possible sources ranging between 5 and 10. For the rest of the samples, subjective
preference among the selected image and the ground truth is at chance level for non-experts. Image editing
experts do reflect better-than-chance performance, when asked to predict the following shot selected.

1

INTRODUCTION

The abundance of mobile phone recordings in live
events creates an opportunity for a collaborative approach to video creation, where each member of the
audience records whatever fragments she wants to,
and an automated solution combines all the recordings to create a video showing the entire event from
multiple angles and perspectives. Here we present a
computer vision model that paves the road towards an
automated system that combines the different video
recordings of an audience and the audio recorded
by the event organizer to create a common video
edit. More specifically, given a set of videos recorded
by different people and streamed synchronously to a
server, the computer vision model cuts among different shots and selects the best cut transitions among the
options available (see Figure 1). The result is a video
that combines different viewpoints, but whose recordings are still synchronized with the audio recorded in
the event. Our solution separates the automatic edition problem in three parts: synchronize recordings
with media streaming technology, select the moment
a
b
c
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Figure 1: Given a set of synchronised videos and cut positions (vertical lines), the proposed model chooses automatically the next shot.

where there is a scene cut, and select the next shot
among the available contributions. In this paper we
focus on the later module: next shot prediction. We
present a model that learns to select the most suitable
camera from all the cameras available at any given
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time, inspired by Pointer Networks (Vinyals et al.,
2015). Contrary to previously published works on
automated video edition of multiple-camera concert
recordings (Laiola Guimaraes et al., 2011; Shrestha
et al., 2010), our model learns only from visual data
and does not rely on heuristic rules or manually annotated meta-data.
The main contributions of this paper are: (1) a
novel computer vision model that, when given multicamera synchronized video streams, predicts the camera selected in the next cut; (2) a framework to obtain
potentially unlimited training data for our model from
existing edited videos; (3) extensive experiments conducted to demonstrate the validity of the proposed
model. 1

2

RELATED WORK

2.1

Automated Video Edition

Automated video edition in the context of multiplecamera recordings has been studied previously.
(Laiola Guimaraes et al., 2011) proposed a semiautomatic method based on video annotations and a
video selection algorithm aware of user preferences
and video authors. In (Shrestha et al., 2010), concert mashup videos were generated by solving an optimization problem, maximizing the degree of fulfillment of several cinematographic requirements such
as diversity or suitability of cut points from low-level
features. A similar social multi-camera setup was addressed by (Arev et al., 2014) in the sports domain.
Leveraging the insight that cameras focus their attention towards important content, they maximized the
coverage of important content while adopting cinematographic guidelines such as the avoidance of jump
cuts or the compliance of the 180-degree rule. These
approaches depend on priors, annotations or low-level
features and some require high computation capabilities for longer videos.
Other automated editing methods are based on
complementary information that is provided along
with the videos, such as a transcript in dialoguedriven or talking-head videos (Berthouzoz et al.,
2012; Fried et al., 2019; Leake et al., 2017), an oral
or written narration of the events (Truong et al., 2016;
Wang et al., 2019) or the music clip in a music-driven
video montage (Liao et al., 2015). It is not the case of
our proposed solution, in which the edition is solely
1 An

example of video generated with this method
can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
GaO3lzVZbF0&ab channel=IZIRecordingTogether
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based on the video content. Also, some solutions
base the editions on pre-defined editing idioms that
the user can select (Leake et al., 2017; Liao et al.,
2015; Wu and Christie, 2015), as opposed to our datadriven approach where stylistic choices are learned.
A few data-driven solutions have also been reported.
(Chen et al., 2018) propose a method for camera selection in soccer broadcasting in which the importance of video sequences is predicted with a random
forest and C3D (convolutional 3-dimensional) features. (Wu and Jhala, 2018) extract audio and human
pose features to automatically edit videos of corporate
meetings. A Long-Short Term Memory neural network trained on features from professionally-edited
videos is then used to predict joint attention and make
edition decisions.
Opposed to the methods above, our solution detaches the shot duration and camera selection decisions.Once the transition time is determined, the
most suitable camera is selected based on an attention mechanism trained on professionally-edited
videos.Hence, in our novel approach each editing decision is independent from previous footage.

2.2 Input Selection based on Pointer
Networks
A key element of our automated video editing system is the ability to select the most suitable camera
from all the cameras available at any given time. For
this we use a pointer mechanism inspired by pointer
networks (Vinyals et al., 2015). Pointer networks are
sequence-to-sequence models, where each token in
the output sequence corresponds to a token at a certain position in the input sequence. The model selects
(points to) an input token through an attention mechanism that models the probability distribution over the
input tokens.
Pointer networks have been previously used in a
variety of natural language processing and computer
vision tasks – such as document summarization (See
et al., 2017), neural machine translation (Gulcehre
et al., 2016), or scene text visual question answering (Singh et al., 2019; Gómez et al., 2020) In this
work we use a many-to-one architecture with a conditional attention mechanism. The model selects one
of the many available inputs (cameras) conditioned
on the previous camera frame. Furthermore, we also
evaluate different types of attention (additive, multiplicative or scaled dot-product attention).
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Figure 2: The next shot is predicted from the set of candidates at the transition time conditioned to the current shot.
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Figure 3: Computation graph of the attention mechanism
fAtt for additive (a) and scaled dot-product (b) attention.

3

METHOD

Our solution is based on, first, using streaming technologies to capture the different camera recordings
with a common timeline. Then, we determine when
to cut and, finally what the next shot should be (see
Figure 2). In this article we focus exclusively on the
next-shot prediction module. The following-shot prediction module selects the best candidate among all
available footage at that particular time instant. If no
other camera is available, the camera selected remains
the same. This strategy is similar to how a producer
would switch cameras in a live broadcast, and allows
for quick decisions based on a very limited amount of
images which can be done on the fly, with no need
to wait until the whole footage is available. Also, the
computation time grows linearly with the duration of
the final video, allowing to provide quick editions for
both short and long events.

3.1

Next Shot Prediction

To select what shot better follows the one that is currently shown we use an attention mechanism fed with

deep convolutional features obtained by processing
the current frame with a pretrained CNN, and keeping the output of the last convolutional layer after
a Global Average Pooling. We used both an Xception (Chollet, 2017) network pretrained on Imagenet2
and a ResNet50 (He et al., 2016) pretrained on the
Places365 (Zhou et al., 2017) data set to produce feature vectors of dimensionality 2048. A comparison
of their performance when used alone and combined
can be found in the experiments section. Figure 3 illustrates the computation graph of the attention mechanism that performs this task for two of the three attention types we compared: additive, dot-product and
scaled dot-product. When we use additive attention,
we first tile the features of the current frame f (Iq ) to
match the dimensions of the candidate frame features
f (I) of shape 10 × n f eatures , where 10 is the maximum
number of possible frame inputs during training and
n f eatures is the length of the feature vectors provided
by the pretrained CNN (2048 in our case). Second,
the tensors go through two different fully-connected
layers with m output units before being added and
activated with an hyperbolic tangent activation. The
resulting tensor goes through a final dense layer of
10 units and a softmax activation function to generate the output attention vector patt . This vector of
size 1 × 10 represents the probability of each candidate frame to succeed the reference one, and the camera change is decided by sampling from this output
distribution, instead of taking argmax, in order to get
a more diverse and less ”loopy” behaviour from the
system. When we use either dot-product attention or
scaled dot-product attention, both the features from
the current frame f (Iq ) and candidate frames f (I) go
through a dense layer with m output neurons and an
hyperbolic tangent activation function. Then, the dot
product between the resulting tensors of size 10 × m
and 1 × m respectively is calculated by stacking the
dot-product between each row of the first tensor and
the second tensor. For the case of scaled-dot product, the resulting tensor of size 1 × 10 is scaled by
2 https://keras.io/api/applications/xception/
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a scale factor √1m before applying a softmax activation to produce the output attention vector patt . This
is skipped in the case of dot-product, where no scale
factor is applied. We treat the number of neurons on
the hidden layers m of as a hyperparameter and tune it
with a grid-search, as reported in section 4.3. We also
observe that, when using Imagenet and Places365 features in combination, we get better results by fusing
the features inside the model rather than just concatenating the feature vectors at the beginning. The
model takes the query features from both data sets
separately, learning different weights in the first dense
layer until both tensors are concatenated right before
the sum or dot-product step, depending on the attention type. The same applies to the features from the
candidate frames.

4

DATASET AND TRAINING

The ideal dataset to train our model would be a set
of images taken from different synchronized cameras.
Since we could not find such a data set for live concerts, we generated a data set that approximates this
ideal data set from edited live concert videos available
on YouTube.

4.1

Dataset Generation

First, we manually selected and downloaded 100 professionally edited videos of live music performances
involving several cameras. The videos range from 2
to 102 minutes in length. The videos depict different
indoor and outdoor locations, different times of the
day, and different musical styles so that our attention
mechanism can learn to operate in different scenarios.
Second, we process the videos in two sub-steps:
1. We detect scene cuts in the videos and extract a
frame before and after each cut. The frame before
the transition is going to be the query in our attention mechanism, and we will call it current shot.
We consider the frame after the cut as the correct
prediction or ground truth annotation.
2. We randomly sample frames from the same video,
as well as from other videos to simulate the content of the other synchronized cameras that are
recording the concert. As they must not be selected by our attention mechanism, we will name
them distractors.
At training time the ground truth was shuffled with
the distractors to form a set of images from which the
attention mechanism will have to choose one given
the current shot query. To extract the current shot and
944

the ground truth we used a simple threshold-based
scene change detector, PySceneDetect3 (see Figure
4)The content-aware scene detector in PySceneDetect
finds areas where the difference between two subsequent frames exceeds the threshold value that is manually set. Since using the default sensitivity threshold
of 30.0 did not provide good results for all videos,
when a significantly low number of transitions were
found, the threshold value was lowered; when a significantly high number of transitions was found, we
manually checked for false detections and increased
the threshold until the number of false detections was
minimal, even if some real transitions were lost in the
process. Once a reliable list of transitions was generated for each video, we extracted the current shot and
ground truth with a simple rule: the current shot is the
image 5 frames before the transition, and the ground
truth is the image 5 frames after. This 5 frames margin allowed us to avoid smoother transitions, where a
shot faded into the next one as opposed to an immediate cut.
Distractors simulate synchronized shots at the
time of the transition. They play an important role
in the training and evaluation of the model, since they
are the shots that the attention mechanism must learn
to not select. As our model is intended to work with
inputs of variable length, each pair of current shot and
ground truth frames were related to a variable number
K of distractors, ranging from a minimum of 4 to a
maximum of 9. For each shot, half of these distractors were random frames from the same video where
the current frame and the ground truth were extracted.
The remaining distractors come from random frames
of random videos other than the one of the current
frame and ground truth. We expected the distractors
extracted from random videos to be easier to discriminate but also important, as we wanted the attention
mechanism to never choose videos with content inconsistent with the event being recorded. In addition,
since all distractors were extracted from professionally edited videos, the large majority correspond to
good quality images, both in terms of camera position and of stability. To reflect the fact that in our
application scenario we expect to have low-quality
images, we applied a random combination of vertical flip, image rotation and motion blur to a 10% of
the distractors. Rotations were bounded between −20
and 20 degrees. Motion blur was applied as a filter
either along the vertical, horizontal or diagonal directions, with a size of randomly set between 5 and 30.
To generate the distractors for a pair of current frame
and ground truth a feature vector was extracted for
each distractor and shuffled with the feature vector of
3 http://pyscenedetect-manual.readthedocs.io/
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Figure 4: Extraction of the current frame and ground truth in the process of generating our data set.

the ground truth If the number of distractors K was
lower than 9, we added 9 − K zero vectors as padding
to provide the attention mechanism with an input of
constant size 10× n features.

4.2

Dataset Split

We split the 100 collected videos into three sets of 70,
10, and 20 for training, validation, and test respectively. To keep the number of transitions balanced,
we ranked the videos by number of transitions, and
sampled uniformly the ordered video list to obtain the
validation and test sets. The remaining videos were
considered the training set.
Adding distractors to generate the input vectors
is handled differently in the training set, as opposed
to the validation and test sets. At training time, for
a given training sample, we pick a random number
of new distractors for each epoch, pooling them from
the set of pre-computed distractors. By doing so, the
model learns to choose the best shot among many
different options. As such, we increase the generalization power and reduce the chances of early overfitting. Opposite to this strategy, in the validation and
test sets we added a fixed random number of distractors to each sample. We also use the same combination of sample and distractors for all our experiments.
This is important to obtain evaluation metrics that do
not depend on random factors that may vary at each
iteration.

4.3

Training

We implemented our models using the Tensorflow[2.2.0] deep learning framework, and trained
them with a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 SUPER. For each combination of features (Imagenet,
Places365, Imagenet+Places365) and attention type
(additive, multiplicative, scaled dot-product) we conducted a grid search to optimize the validation accuracy by tuning the number of outputs of hidden layers (256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096), the epochs (from
1 to 30), the Batch size (16, 32, 64, 128, 256), the

Optimizer (Adam, Nadam) and the Learning Rate (
0.0005, 0.001, 0.005).

5

EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of our next-frame prediction model we perform two groups of experiments.
First, we evaluate the model using a standard accuracy
metric and compare it with several baselines. Second,
we perform a human judgement study to validate this
solution with subjective metrics.
Table 1: Accuracy comparison of different models using
random selection baselines, features pretrained on ImageNet (IN), features pretrained on Places365 (PL) and features pretrained on both IN and PL.

Method

IN

PL

Random-10
Random-7.5
Random-SameVideo

Acc.
0.100
0.133
0.250

Additive attention
Multiplicative attention
Scaled dot-product attention

4
4
4

7
7
7

0.293
0.283
0.312

Additive attention
Multiplicative attention
Scaled dot-product attention

7
7
7

4
4
4

0.358
0.366
0.388

Additive attention
Multiplicative attention
Scaled dot-product attention

4
4
4

4
4
4

0.361
0.346
0.380

5.1 Accuracy Metrics
We evaluated our model with an accuracy metric as
in a standard classification task. We considered a prediction correct when it matched the ground-truth, and
incorrect in any other case. We also included the following random and heuristic baselines:
• Random-10 the expected accuracy of a model
that selects one of the 10 inputs frames at random.
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Current Shot

GT

Distractors

Figure 5: Test samples + distractors. On top the Current Shot and GT represent the images before and after a transition.
Bottom, the Current Shot and GT are not images before and after a transition.

• Random-7.5 the accuracy of randomly selecting
one of the input frames that are not part of zeropadding. In average there are 7.5 non-zero inputs
in our test set (see section 4.1).
• Random-SameVideo same as above but in this
case randomly selecting a frame from the same
video as the reference frame (query).
Table 1 shows a comparison of the obtained accuracies with these baselines and different variations of
our model. In particular, we compare three different
scoring functions for the attention mechanism (additive, multiplicative, and scaled dot product attention)
using pretrained visual features on two different data
sets (ImageNet and Places365). Our model’s performance is above the defined baselines for any combination of features and attention type. It can be seen,
however, that using pretrained features on Places365
represents a substantial improvement of at least 0.06
in accuracy with respect to using ImageNet features,
while the combination of both does not lead to an improvement of the model’s performance. Scaled dotproduct attention, on the other hand, leads to the highest accuracy for any of the given features with a margin of at least 0.019. Hence, the attention mechanism that provides the best results is the one that uses
scaled dot-product attention and pretrained features
on Places365; with an accuracy of 0.388, the model
achieved this performance with a Batch Size of 128,
Nadam optimizer, a Learning Rate of 0.0005, hidden
layers of size m = 2048 and 15 epochs. It is also well
above any of the three baseline values.

5.2

Human Judgement Study

Accuracy metrics have a clear drawback for our objective: they do not take into account the subjective
nature of the task. Given the same query and set of
inputs, different editors may not agree in which is
the best next frame choice. To evaluate the quality
of our best model (scaled dot-product attention using pretrained features on Places365) in a more realistic way we complemented the results with a human judgement study. Subjects were presented with a
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query image (current frame) from the test set and two
options for the next shot: one option was the ground
truth frame and the other option was the prediction of
our model. They were asked to select the best option
following these exact instructions: In this task you
will see a reference image from a live music video,
your job is to select which of the two images below
(A or B) you think is better as a transition (after the
reference image) for a good scene cut. The two options (ground-truth and prediction) were randomly assigned to option A or B.
The study was conducted with a random subset
of 540 examples from the test set, excluding the examples in which our model prediction matched the
ground-truth. The rationale for this design was to
assess if the distractors selected by our system were
also perceived as ambiguous by humans, or rather the
criteria used by the trained system was very different from subjective judgements. To measure the reliability of the responses from human subjects, we also
added 60 control examples in which one of the options was a random image from the Places365 data
set. We used two groups for this subjective study:
1. Professional Workers with a level of Master competence in Amazon Mechanical Turk(AMT), paid
0.05$ per response. In this group we collected 5
answers for each example.
2. A group of Creative Professionals in the fields of
video edition and graphical design, recruited as
volunteers among our group of acquaintances. In
this group we collected a single answer for each
example.
Both groups did the task in the AMT framework.
A total of 32 AMT Workers and 4 Creative Professionals participated. For the AMT group, the ratio of
correct answers in the control set was 0.993, and the
average time dedicated per assignment was 1 minute
and 44 seconds. For the Creative group, the ratio of
correct answers in the control set was 1, and the average time dedicated per assignment was 28 seconds.
AMT workers preferred the predicted frame (opposed
to the GT) in 47, 4% of the cases. When analyzed
with majority voting, the predicted frame preference
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Figure 6: Subjective preferences of AMT workers per response accuracy. Accuracy is considered per group: accuracy of 1 occurs when the 5 responses of AMT Workers selected the ground truth option. Accuracy of 0 occurs when
all responses selected the predicted frame.

was 46.67%. Professionals selected our prediction in
38.89% of the examples. Figure 6a shows the distribution of the collected answers for the 540 examples. We appreciate that in 59 of the examples all 5
workers selected the frame predicted by our model instead of the ground-truth frame (5 pred vs. 0 GT).
Figure 6b shows the relation between the accuracy
of AMT Workers and Creatives at selecting the GT
frame, reflecting a strong correlation between the criteria of AMT Workers and Creative Professionals.
To further understand why Subjects clearly diverge from ground truth, we look into the images that
belong to each of the accuracy ratios. Figure 7 shows
a example of the images presented to the subjects for
each possible response that we obtained, hand-picked
to try to be representative of the group.

6

DISCUSSION

Accuracy tests show that our prediction model performs significantly better than chance. There is room
for improvement, though: when we look into pairs
where Subjects always preferred the GT over the Predicted image (see Figure 7, top two rows) the reason
for Subjects to prefer the GT clearly seems that the
Predicted image is of poor quality or does not follow
the reference image as well as the GT image does.

Figure 7: Results of the human-judgement study. One example shown for each possible outcome. Top is 0 predicted
vs 5 ground truth, below is 1 vs 4, until at the bottom which
shows an example of 5 predicted vs 0 ground truth

However, taken globally, subjective tests confirm
that when the Ground Truth and the Predicted image
do not match human subjects (or, at least, AMT Workers) have an overall confusion rate of 47, 4%. The fact
that the majority preference is very close to this value
(46.67%) also suggests there is a quite wide consensus on this fact (i.e., this ratio is not biased by one
rogue subject). It is also true that the Predicted images that AMT Workers choose instead of the Ground
Truth are significantly correlated with the preferences
of Creative Professionals (Figure 6b ). From this perspective, it would seem that for human subjects our
automated method cannot be distinguished from the
ground truth.
Further analysis, though, nuances this response,
and we believe the reason is because not all distractors
are created equal. If Subjects were not able to differentiate between Ground Truth and Predicted images
for any example, most images would be in the central bins in Figure 6a. In those cases the responses
of AWT Workers and of Creative Professionals match
the most. It also seems that in these cases the GT
and the Predicted image indeed are very similar (See
central rows in Figure 7). However, the distribution
across bins in Figure 6a is rather uniform. The highest
divergence in responses occurs in the leftmost bins,
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where Creative Professionals select the GT more often than AMT Workers. The examples in the two bottom rows of Figure 7) suggest that AMT Workers diverge from GT based on consistency of color or image composition. And overall, the global responses of
Creative Professionals are biased towards the Ground
Truth (38.89% versus 47, 4%). We believe these two
discrepancies can be best explained due to a difference in criterion, for particular cases: in examples
when one of the two options shows a similar camera angle and content as the reference image AMT
Workers tend to select it, while Creative Professionals
usually choose the one that provides more diversity of
shots.
Further work exploring automatic viewpoint analysis should be done to clarify this possibility, and use
it to improve the next-shot prediction module. Further work should also explore whether the combination of the shot-duration and the next-shot prediction
produces results that are more or less consistent with
subjective preferences. Further directions to explore
are to take advantage of features from the audio for
both modules, as well as to enrich the shot selection
process.
In conclusion, subjective and objective metrics
provide evidence that our next-shot prediction module performs reasonable predictions, quite consistent
with the criteria of both AMT Workers and Creative
Professionals. We also showed that the accuracy metric alone is not reliable, subjective metrics must also
be considered.
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